
“Staying true to the founding philosophy of local appreciation, cultural & historical preservation 
and community building, RAYA COLLECTION mission is to enrich and uplift the areas in which our 

businesses grow.”

July 2023 – Bangkok, Thailand - Premier Resorts and Hotels is delighted to introduce its umbrella brand “Raya Collection” 
combining all of our businesses under one roof with shared visions for upholding history, local communities and sustainability.

Established 30 years ago as a Thai hospitality company, Raya Collection is the creator behind the world-renown 
Rayavadee resort and up and coming Raya Heritage. Raya Collection is working to extend its arms into other business 
ventures while strengthening its brand values, as well as creating mutually beneficial collaboration within the society. 
Our promise to our guests and clients is to deliver genuine products, services and experiences whose impressions and 
positive impacts would inspire and last a lifetime.

Raya Collection currently operates 3 resorts properties and a residential project. Our smaller scale business units include 
an events venue, retail business and a newly launched consulting & creative agency ‘Raya Creative Keys’. Raya Collection 
proudly carries a diverse portfolio of distinctive properties and businesses.

OUR RESORTS
Drawing inspiration from their beautiful surroundings and vibrant local communities, our resorts are reflections of what 
the best each locale has to offer. One property is uniquely different from another. It is Raya Collection’s mission to offer 
our guests authentic local experiences encompassing their six senses through our services and facilities

RAYAVADEE Krabi, Thailand

Like Nowhere Else on Earth

A Southern gem surrounded by the emerald colored Andaman and soaring limestone cliffs, Rayavadee is our first and 
flagship resort offering incredibly enriching escape at the very heart of nature. 

RAYA HERITAGE Chiang Mai, Thailand

A River Sanctuary 

A confluence of northern handicrafts, local folklore and centuries of living by the abundance River Ping, Raya Heritage 
stands a contemporary homage to Chiang Mai’s gentle artistic spirits and slow-paced agricultural lifestyle. 

TAMARIND VILLAGE Chiang Mai, Thailand

An Oasis in the Heart of Historic Chiang Mai 

Series of charming lush courtyards embraced by award-winning architecture drawing from Lanna Buddhist cosmology. 
Our peaceful boutique hotel lovingly combines vibrant hill tribe culture with tender “muang” or old town ways from 
the past to the present in the most harmonious way.

RAYAVADEE RAYA HERITAGE TAMARIND VILLAGE



RESIDENTIAL PROJECT
Raya Collection is a new player in the residential market, integrating our high service standards and immaculate attention 
to detail with decades of real estate experience from our sister companies Seri Premier and Mooban Seri co., ltd.

RAYA RESIDENCE BANGKOK

Craft the Perfect Haven for You and Your Family 

Raya Collection’s first residential project carefully curated to create the relaxing ambience of a resort lifestyle, while 
providing all the modern facilities that serve every aspect of life. All 15 exclusive units are custom designed and built 
to fit home-owner’s aesthetics and requirements. 

99 RESIDENCE 

One of Bangkok’s first ultra-luxury homes, 99 Residence was designed to preserve Thai multi-generation living customs 
while allowing all members of the family to have their private spaces. Climate-sensitive tropical architecture and abundance 
of green spaces ensure a comfortable and pleasant living environment.    

OTHER PROJECTS
The Botanical House and Raya Curated Collection share a commitment to promoting and preserving local culture and 
craftsmanship. The Botanical House offers an intimate venue for special events surrounded by tropical foliage, while 
Raya Curated Collection collaborates with artisans to produce unique products. Both incorporate contemporary 
perspectives while showcasing the beauty of local wisdom and skills.

THE BOTANICAL HOUSE
A Garden Makes a House a Home 

A small and intimate home embraced by tropical foliage for celebrating special moments in life, The Botanical House offers 
an unforgettable one-stop-service for couples, families and corporates looking to customize their own low key and 
meaningful events with our team of experts.

RAYA CURATED COLLECTION

Nurturing local wisdom for sustainability

Raya Curated Collection works with artisans from the north to the south to produce one-of-a-kind products for worldwide 
customers. Bringing in “Raya” contemporary perspectives, we ensure that the irreplaceable local wisdom, skills and 
philosophy continue to thrive and be appreciated in the modern-day culture.

 

RAYA RESIDENCE BANGKOK 99 RESIDENCE

THE BOTANICAL HOUSE RAYA CURATED COLLECTION



As the driving force behind three notable luxury resorts in Thailand among other well-recognized businesses, 
Raya Collection has firmly established itself as a leading Thai developer with international recognition. This achievement 
and decades of experience in hospitality development, operation management and creative & design led to the creation 
of Raya Creative Keys, a new hospitality and design consulting agency. Our mission is to work closely with our clients to 
develop unique products and services that are beneficial for all stakeholders. 

CONSULTING SERVICE 

RAYA CREATIVE KEYS 

Explore more at 

www.raya-collection.com
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